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Photo courtesy: ICE_TheShooter/Pixabay If you've recently had a meeting with your sons of Generation Z or grandchildren and you had no idea what it was said, then you're not alone. Like the children of each generation, these young people have many burning terms that adults are unlikely to understand. Here you will find a practical guide for Gen Z
jargon that will help translate exactly what your favorite children are trying to communicate. You can even find some of them sliding into your own vocabulary. FamWho is this “fam” your teen is always so happy to greet when they answer the phone? Well, make sure fame is very unlikely to be your son's identity, the best friend clumsily called. It is
actually a term of endearment that is short for the “family”. Photo courtesy: StockSnap/Pixabay Don't let this confuse you, however, because it doesn't necessarily mean "family" in the traditional biological sense. It refers to your closest friends or members of your chosen social tribe. You can also hear the terms “bro” or “sis” used in the same way.
Resist the urge to rip the sage, even if you hear your teen say someone has “ghosted them.” Although it is not good, the term does not really have any supernatural implication. It basically means that someone has stopped communicating with them, usually abruptly. Photo courtesy: Fangirl/Pixabay Fantasma is a common, albeit immature way to try to
end a relationship without having a clumsy conversation of rupture. The ghost simply begins to ignore calls, texts, face-to-face interaction and all other communication in the hope that the other person will get the clue and move forward. Clap Back The “clapback” is a famous form of verbal reprisal against someone who has tried to hurt their feelings.
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¢ÃÂÂTwatchingDon¢ÃÂÂt panic if you hear your kids or grandkids making plans to ¢ÃÂÂtwatch¢ÃÂÂ because it¢ÃÂÂs not nearly as dirty as it sounds. A combination of the words ¢ÃÂÂTwitter¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂWatch,¢ÃÂÂ twatching means following a live event on Twitter instead of watching the entire thing unfold on TV. Photo Courtesy:
Averyanovphoto/Pixabay In case you¢ÃÂÂre unfamiliar, Twitter is a social media platform that¢ÃÂÂs sort of like a constantly updated virtual newspaper. Except the articles are all a few sentences long or less ¢ÃÂ¦Â and mostly written by people who are in no way actual reporters.FlexIf someone is ¢ÃÂÂflexing,¢ÃÂÂ they¢ÃÂÂre showing off their
money or luxury items in a less than humble way. The point of a good flex is to brag about your riches in such a way that implies that they make you better than your fellows. Photo Courtesy: Mariamichelle/Pixabay Flexing is acceptable when performed by rappers or other celebrities whose wealth is an important part of their image. Too much flexing
by a regular person, however, can get very annoying very quickly. You may hear kids comment that someone who posts a braggy twitter photo is ¢ÃÂÂtryna (trying to) flex.¢ÃÂÂLit¢ÃÂÂLit¢ÃÂÂ is one of those words that can get a little tricky due to its variety of possible meanings. It can be a state of being, an affirmative exclamation, or an adjective.
If referring to a person who is currently consuming alcohol, then being ¢ÃÂÂlit¢ÃÂÂ means that they are insanely drunk. Photo Courtesy: Free-Photos/Pixabay In other contexts, however, lit can be used as a description of something that was or is very good, fun or exciting. You might, for instance, hear a young person enthusiastically describe a
concert they attended recently as, ¢ÃÂÂSo lit!¢ÃÂÂPeriodtThough ¢ÃÂÂperiodt¢ÃÂÂ is a blatant misspelling of ¢ÃÂÂperiod,¢ÃÂÂ in this the the error is intentional. The idea is that the extra ¢ÃÂÂt¢ÃÂÂ at the end of the word somehow emphasizes its finality even more. Periodt is often used to mean ¢ÃÂÂend of discussion¢ÃÂÂ in a way that stresses
that there is no room for argument. Photo Courtesy: epicantus/Twitter It¢ÃÂÂs also occasionally uttered as ¢ÃÂÂand that¢ÃÂÂs on periodt,¢ÃÂÂ to provide even more emphasis to an already emphasized statement. As you may have gleaned, once the phrase has been uttered, there¢ÃÂÂs little point in continuing the conversation.Throw ShadeThis is
one you¢ÃÂÂll likely understand easily, as the art of throwing shade is as old as time. Shade itself is a verbal or nonverbal expression of contempt towards another person. To ¢ÃÂÂthrow shade¢ÃÂÂ means to express such disrespect or judgment in a casual or underhanded manner. Photo Courtesy: Bravo/Youtube It¢ÃÂÂs basically being disrespectful
but in a slick, passive-aggressive manner. One might throw shade by giving someone a backhanded compliment, looking them up and down with an obviously judgemental stare or making a joke at the shadee¢ÃÂÂs expense.Low Key and High KeyWhen you hear a member of Gen Z describe something as ¢ÃÂÂlow key,¢ÃÂÂ it can mean several things
depending on what they¢ÃÂÂre referring to. If referring to a low-key event, it means that it will be an intimate gathering with only a few people. If they are keeping a relationship low-key, it means that it¢ÃÂÂs not yet public knowledge and that they¢ÃÂÂd prefer to keep it that way. Photo Courtesy: Pexels/Pixabay While low-key is a well-established
phrase, high-key is newer. It¢ÃÂÂs the opposite and means that something is intense, out in the open or well known in the speaker¢ÃÂÂs social world.SlayDespite the seemingly negative connotations of slaying something, it actually means something good when used as slang. To ¢ÃÂÂslay¢ÃÂÂ something indicates success, which makes sense when
you consider that the victor has slain their enemies. This ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪
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state, it can be something good sometimes. Obtain a lot of money or a winning countense when you thought you had no chance could leave you pleasantly shaken. Able, Feliciaife ever listen to a young man to say "Aye, Felicia" despite the fact that no one named Felicia is present, then, then he is sure that it is not a red flag that his mind is starting to
go. This phrase originated in the hilarious film of 1995 on Friday, starring rapper and actor Ice Cube. Photo Cortesía: IMDB there was a very unattractive character in the movie called Felicia, and her name is still alive in the form of this ship of pop culture. If someone says "Bye, Felicia", it is a way of telling someone to leave and that it is unlikely to
be extracted. Then get ready to listen a lot about the importance of saving sea turtles. The name of an application of photo editing in line, vsco (pronounced "visco") the children have become their own race. Photo Cortesía: Shared news/YouTube A mixture of many stereotypes, the VSCO girl loves the beach, friendship bracelets, large t -t -t -shirts
with shorts and scrunchies. They tend to be a bit extremely in saving the environment and speaking a strange language that consists of extreme expressions such as "and I opt" and "SKSKSK". Correct. If a young person encourages him to stop being so salty, then it is time to take a good look at his entry of the entity and how he is affecting the other.
Being salty means that it is bitter, annoying or frustrated with a situation, and it is likely to know it directly or indirectly to all those around it. Photo courtes: Nastya_Gepp/Pixabay can also use the rmino to label others that currently exhibit an unpleasant disposition. For example, you could say: "Betty was so salty that my casserole adimoc adimoc al
ne alle euq rojem Night. â‚¬ Sickan Oldie but gift. If you are tired of expressing your pleasure labeling things as "good" or "Levantile", then try to take "Sick" to turn around. When used in this context, "insurance" has nothing to do with the disease and very well implies that a person or thing is increased. Photo courtes: Free -photos / Pixabay If
someone is a very talented dance, it is possible that I hear a young person say that he has "tidal movements." If your grandson warns you that those Dail you just bought are "sick, do not be offended. This simply means that they like and are offering you a compliment. I feel the next time you listen to two young people to speak, you can listen to one to
use the answer "change the conversation to their feelings, but very well, he affirms that he feels the same about whatever Say. Photo Cortes: Cherylholtt/Pixabay using "today" in this sense implies that whatever is happening or has told it, summarizes its state of ents or life. If really, it really relates, you can even say "HOUSM Try to maintain a
conversation with you that distracts you from the perspective of the food. Photo courts: JP26JP/Twitter. You can even find it a bit of it with an ass and react to everything in a generally distressed way. That is the definition of "Hangry", a word that combines "hu Mnry "and" Angry ", describing as much as the miserable state in a practical word." Have
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arrived at the restaurant, however, you searched only to find yourself under McDonald's large yellow arches. Instead of accompanying her husband's unthinking mischiefs, she would be justified in the inexpressive with "this" is a term that can hear used as anything, from an exclaim of emotion to a cry of modern war. The phrase originated from an
online dance movement and was opened in popular culture due to its wide range of uses. Photo courtesy: Domalberts/Pixabay You may hear someone yeet getting the news that they were getting a new puppy or maybe when they tried to throw a football a long distance. Although it is difficult to explain, it is one of those words that you will know that it
is appropriate when it is time to use. It often involves throwing or running into something, even if it is only figurative, but not always. Glow Upwe went through that uncomfortable phase when they were kids. You know, the one that your hair was a big frizz ball, you were too thin or overweight or you were covered with spindles. Finally, time comes to
the rescue of many of us and transforms people into handsome young men or women. Photo courtesy: Just uneepreeti/Twitter. Their transformation is celebrated by those who surround them with praise for their wonderful shine. The young man in this picture, for example, is frustrated. As you can see by the expression of your slightly terrifying face,
it has gone beyond mere frustration and therefore needs an adverb to strengthen your description. Photo Berzin/Twitter You may hear kids refer to someone as ¢ÃÂÂhella awesome¢ÃÂÂ or a song as ¢ÃÂÂhella cool.¢ÃÂÂ After taking the word for a test drive, you¢ÃÂÂll quickly realize that it¢ÃÂÂs a handy way to emphasize pretty much any
adjective.GucciWhile you may be familiar with Gucci, the luxury Italian fashion brand, you may also be confused to hear kids referring to things as ¢ÃÂÂGucci¢ÃÂÂ that are clearly not. Have no fear; the brand has not lowered its standards, but rather has become a word often used to signify that something is good. Photo Courtesy: FreePhotos/Pixabay This even and especially refers to a state of mind or being. It can be used as an affirmative reply when asked things such as ¢ÃÂÂhow are you?¢ÃÂÂ or ¢ÃÂÂwould this be okay?¢ÃÂÂ To be Gucci is to be good or fine with something. MORE FROM SIMPLI SIMPLI
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